SunCoin
SkyLedger

BlockDB

Skywire/Meshnet

The SunCoin block chart standard
based upon Uxto model.

SunCoin block storage engine. NoSQL, key-value store for constant
time operations without indices.

Public Source routed MPLS Network.

Obelisk
Network Consensus Algorithm.
Replaces POS and POW. Replaces
miners with web of trust. New
cryptographic and networking
primitives allow verification of
mathematical conditions for
unanimous network consensus.
Consensus for both public and private
blockchains. New networking
primitives enable detection of
malicious node behaviour.

Aether
BitTorrent like, P2P caching and
replication of immutable CXO objects.

Web Wallet
Intuitive HTML wallet. Angular 2.0
wallet for usability.

CX
Programming/application/blockchain
language

CXO
Immutable Object System

SunCoin
Currency/Token

Aether
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hash[X], to all connected pears
by broadcasting.
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A provides data if it has it, otherwise A
forward the request to its upstream nodes.
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B requests data package for hash[X],
in case it does not have it already.
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B receives data packet.
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SunCoin messages
between pubkey A
and pubkey B

TOX/BITMESSAGE
Pubkey A signs a new message

A subscribes to updates from B

A

Pubkey A injects a message into
the network
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The message replicates peer-topeer between the nodes
subscribed to A

B subscribes to updates from A
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SunCoin messages between pubkey A and pubkey B
Pubkey A publishes a message X
that can only be read by B
The message replicates peer-topeer across nodes replicating
messages from Public Key A
B receives the message

A

B publishes an ACK, acknowledging
receipt of the message from B.

A

The ACK replicates peer-to-peer

B

After A receives the ACK, in next
update A removes the message
X from its replication set

SunCoin

How to get SunCoins

You can buy them on an
exchange for Bitcoin

You can run SunChain node
and forward packets on the
MPLS network for coins

You can run a public
SunChain VPN endpoint

You can build your own
- neighbourhood/community
- ISP
- receive SunCoins from local users

You can sell electricity and
receive SunCoins as
payment
You can cache Aether/CXO
objects and you can act like
a CPN and receive credits to
your SunChain node.
You can join the development
team and receive coin bounties
or write applications for the
SunChain eco-system

You can run a business and
accept SunCoins as payment

